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GOALS, HABITS
& HACKING



A deep and powerful ‘why’ really is
the driving force behind persistence,
determination and motivation.

Dropping a dress size or seeing your
abs this summer may be underst-
andable goals, however it is not
enough to stop there - we must
understand why we want these
things.

Write down your goals, then delve
deeper...

NUTRITION: THE BASICS

WHY IS
GOAL-SETTING
IMPORTANT? 



WHY do you want these things? 

WHY are they important to you?

WHY has it taken this long to act?

WHY have you quit before?

WHY will they improve your life?

Understand your WHY and you will
unlock a level of determination you
never knew you had.

NUTRITION: THE BASICS

TAKE A CLOSER
LOOK AT
YOUR GOALS 



NUTRITION: THE BASICS

BULLET PROOF
GOAL SETTING
We are going to break down our goals by creating branched
targets and objectives.

↳ Targets are aspect of our goals which, when completed,
accumulate to form a successful goal. They are measurable and
time restricted.

↳ Objectives are ‘mini missions’ we must complete to achieve our
targets (this is where we want to build habits and routines).



By breaking down our goals we
make it much easier to follow a
direction and keep us on a clear
path towards success. 

Goals are our destination; our
targets are milestones and
objectives are the route we take.

Without a route, we are lost.

Thankfully, we are also here to help
guide you along your journey.
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YOUR GOAL
IS A JOURNEY
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GOAL SETTING
STRATEGY
Let’s pretend our goal is to see visible abs this summer.

Our targets break down our goal into achievable chunks which
we can measure and restrict to a time scale, so let’s say one
example for a target may be;

→ Drop 5% body fat from 17% to 12%.

Obviously, you can - and should - have more than one target with
multiple objectives branching off from each one.  

Now we must set ourselves a plan of action, describing how we
are going to achieve each of one of these targets. Each bullet
point on your action plan becomes an objective.

→ Sustain a daily calorie deficit of 500kcal.
→ Track every day using My Fitness Pal. 
→ Train 4-5x per week.
→ Increase my NEAT by tracking 12,000 daily steps



Habits are the powerful driving force
behind our behaviour which have
allowed us to adapt and evolve as
human beings by reinforcing
behaviours which promote survival.
They are made up of a cue, a
procedure and a reward - which
reinforces the loop and promotes
repeated action.
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THE POWER 
OF HABIT



↳ If you work in an office, you have probably fallen victim to the
mid-afternoon snack craving - why do you think you do this?
 
Most of the time the answer is not hunge, its social interaction. 
 
Around 3pm we get bored and we want to procrastinate – cue the
procedure. We then head to the canteen for a quick bite to eat
which will give us a little dopamine dose, and a reason to go and
have a chat with a colleague at another desk – we are rewarded
by the social interaction and thus, the craving and habit routine is
reinforced. 
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THE POWER 
OF HABIT



↳ Habits are extremely difficult to break by going cold turkey, and
if reinforced for long periods, are probably not going to 
go anywhere without a fight (and eventual relapse).
 
To get to the route of a detrimental habit we must identify the
cravings, cues and rewards which drive the detrimental routine.

Get a diary, write down your daily routine as it happens, identify
your bad habits and the driving factors (cravings, cues and
rewards) behind these habits and adopt changes by manipulating
habitual routines, not avoiding them.

For example, our office worker may have an afternoon can of
coke, a caramel latte or a breakfast bar around 3-4pm.

A simple alternative is to consume lower calorie snacks in these
circumstances with a colleague with similar goals. The cue,
craving and reward remain the same, but the routine is
manipulated to suit a healthier lifestyle. 
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MANIPULATING
HABITS



We have all tried to create habits
from nothing (getting up early, going
to the gym, taking a multi vitamin,
going to bed at an appropriate time).
However, we fail to sustain the habit
because there is no significant cue /
reward loop. 
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BUILD ROUTINE
WITH HABIT
STACKING

Next time you want to create a habit, such as taking that multi
vitamin, bolt it on to an existing habit. 

↳ Keep your vitamin bottle next to your toothbrush and take it
before brushing your teeth. Taking the multi vitamin will become
reinforced by the pre-existing cue and reward loop established
with brushing your teeth.



The theory of willpower suggests
that willpower is a finite source and
shall diminish over the course of a
day, particularly under the stress of
mental tasks, such as decision
making. Thus, the more decisions we
have to make, the less willpower we
are left with.

This places us at risk as we need
plenty of willpower during a
transformation programme to
enable us to combat poor decision
making regarding food and exercise. 

NUTRITION: THE BASICS

WHAT IS 
WILLPOWER



↳ To avoid making bad choices we must conserve willpower by
limiting the amount of decision we must make during the day.
 

This is where habits and routines come in.

Habits are wired-in procedures which use up very little energy as
we are essentially operating on auto-pilot.
 
Although, as previously discussed, these habits can be
detrimental to our goals, we can also use habits to work for us, by
conserving willpower and enabling us to fight off the little devil on
our shoulder and make better choices when temptation arises.

↳ Try to build beneficial habits into your life.  Limit needless
decision making by building daily routines (what to have for lunch
/ what to wear to the gym etc.) and avoid wasting willpower on
mental tasks which do not warrant your time.
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CONSERVE 
WILLPOWER



Momentum is 'mass in motion'. Mass
in this instance being your attitude,
application and adherence; in other
words, your motivation.

Set targets, achieve objectives, win
each day and you will build an
unstoppable momentum. 
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MOVE WITH
MOMENTUM



Nobody cares about your weight
and you definitely should not!

Weight is the relationship between
your body, gravity and the earth.
Unless you are heavily overweight,
the scales tell you very little about
your current body composition.

Thankfully, there are far more
reliable measures of progress than
the scales which won't derail you
the way a daily 'weigh-in' could. 
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TRACKING 
PROGRESS



Weigh yourself once every two-
weeks and pair it with other forms of
progress indicator, such as a body-
fat test or progress picture.

Here are a few more examples of
healthy progress KPI's;

→ Tape measurements

→ Clothing fit 

→ Performance during training 

→ Feeling towards your body, body
confidence and mental state.
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TRACKING 
PROGRESS
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